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THE EAST GRINSTEAD SOCIETY
www.eastgrinsteadsociety.org
The Society was founded in 1968 to protect and improve the amenities of East Grinstead and its
environs. The town has a long history and a unique architectural heritage, entrusted for the time being
to the hands of our generation. It should be our concern that such contributions as we in turn make are
worthy of the past and a fitting bequest to the future.
The Society arranges regular talks, discussions, walks and visits. It produces this Bulletin of articles of
local interest and a Newsletter twice yearly. Its 1969 report on the High Street conservation area was
well received as a basis for future policy. It monitors all planning applications, makes representations
to the authorities on planning issues, and keeps a name-bank for new developments. It has financed
tree-ring dating of some buildings in the High Street, and had other deserving structures listed. It has
also planted trees, restored the churchyard railings and martyrs' memorial, and presented public seats in
memory of leading former members to Sackville College and the High Street. It funded historical
guide-maps there and a plaque by the mass grave of victims of enemy action in Mount Noddy cemetery.
Among past activities have been exhibitions and surveys of trees, seats and playground equipment. Its
publications include a book of reminiscences, postcards reproducing old photographs, three town trails
(one of them also in French and German) and leaflets on the local martyrs and on Mount Noddy and
Moat Pond. With the Town Council it established the now independent Town Museum.
The Society is a registered charity (no.257870). A copy of its constitution is available on request.
The strength of such a Society lies in the extent to which it can be seen to represent public opinion; the
larger the membership the greater the influence. Membership forms are on the website or obtainable
from 7 Durkins Road, East Grinstead, RE 19 2ER. The subscription is £10 p.a. By signing a Gift Aid
form standard-rate income tax payers can increase its value at no cost to themselves. Persons wishing
only to receive the Bulletin can do so at the reduced rate of £4 per calendar year, payable in advance to
the Editor (new address on cover).
PRESIDENT Mrs M. COLLINS, D.L.
OFFICERS, 2017-18
CHAIRMAN N.J. B1AILE, B.A., I'.C.A.
VICE-CHAIRMAN R. MAYNARD
HON. TREASURER AND MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY M.R. LYONS
HON. SECRETARY A.H. WARD
EDITOR OF BULLETIN M.J. LEPPARD, M.A.
Contributions for consideration for the Bulletin to the Editor, through whom permission must be sought
to reproduce any contents. Unattributed contributions are from the Editor or officers. Attributed
opinions are not necessarily anyone's but their author's.

BACK NUMBERS OF BULLETINS from the Editor: single copies £1 + postage (3 second-class stamps
acceptable); more than one copy £1 each, post free; set of all issues in print (96 out of 120) £20 (to be collected
by arrangement after payment). There is a waiting list for out-of-print issues. Unwanted back-numbers (even
damaged or defective) are always welcome for re-sale. A list of principal contents is on the website.
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THE BULLETIN OF THE EAST GRINSTEAD SOCIETY

No.121 (Spring 2018)

EDITORIAL
'It is impossible to imagine East Grinstead without the East Grinstead Society' said our President
and Member of Parliament, Geoffrey Johnson-Smith, opening our tenth anniversary exhibition on 31
July 1978.* 'Well, he would say that, wouldn't he?' might be the cynical response. For that reason, this
issue of the Bulletin marks our Society's fiftieth anniversary with specially requested contributions from
suitably qualified people who have been well acquainted with us for much of that time but never, or not
* Bulletin 25 (Dec. 1978), p.3
until recently, members.
COVER ILLUSTRATION: The shocking sight that catalysed moves to found our Society in 1968: the
space created when a 15th-century hail house, 30-32 High Street, was demolished, photographed from
the rear by Chris Crosthwaite. 31 High Street, a pollarded lime tree and Cantelupe Road can be
discerned in the background.
AS WE SAW OURSELVES (50): 'The town has a long history and a unique architectural heritage,
and represents a trust placed for the time being in the hands of our generation. It should be our concern
to ensure that such contributions as we, in our turn, make are worthy of the past and a fitting bequest to
the future.' - our original membership application form, 1968.
AS OTHERS SAW US (60): 'Ten years or more ago I saw in a little English town named East
Grinstead the kind of charity and unspectacular sympathy which the judge had wished for this man who
had [fallen from grace and] risen above his past', but which his family and neighbours had not shown
him. [Archibald] Mclndoe 'made a bargain with the people of the place. They put aside their own
heartbreak over the bombing, and made the disfigured R.A.F. boys want to live again.' If the one who
had fallen from grace was looking for a new spot in which to settle himself and his family, he should try
East Grinstead.' - Bob Considine, Stockton Record, California, reported in E. G. Observer, Dec. 1954
TWENTY FIVE YEARS AGO: Newsletter 57 (February 1993) reported progress towards creating the
Chequer Mead Community Arts Centre [the essential term 'Community' has since been dropped], the
lack of a letter-box at the police station [eventually provided, only to be omitted again at the current
replacement] and our lobbying East Sussex County Council on the bus service to Uckfield and beyond
[before the Town Council's designated 'Public Transport Co-ordinator' relieved our Society of such
concerns]. Meetings included Dr Brian Short's talk contrasting prevailing images of country life in
Victorian Sussex with the recorded realities. Bulletin 52 (Spring 1993) consisted of five sides on final
stress in place-names and four on cellars in our High Street, both by the editor for lack of other
contributions.
THE ORIGINS OF OUR SOCIETY in April 1968 were recounted in Bulletin 24 (May 1978) and
reported in detail in the two local papers of the time. There is therefore no need to rehearse them here.
Decennial reviews of our successes and failures appeared in Bulletins 24 & 26 (tenth), 44 (twentieth), 64
(thirtieth) and 93 (fortieth), all written by members. A regularly updated summary of achievements to
date, including physical contributions to the townscape, appears on p.2 of this and every issue.
VERB. SAP.: 'A rule at the Church Times is: never let organisations write about themselves. If we write about
someone, it's reporting. If they do, it's advertising.'
Editor's New Year letter, Church Times, 5 January 2018

FIFTY YEARS OF THE EAST GRINSTEAD SOCIETY
EAST GRINSTEAD IN 1968

Mj. Leppard, Member of the Society's founding committee

By 1968 East Grinstead was adjusting, sometimes reluctantly, from being the small country town
with market and timberyard of the 195 0s, benevolently run by established self-renewing local gentry,
professionals and tradesmen to - what? With big houses being demolished in favour of constant creation
of housing estates for owner-occupiers, most of them incomers, many going by train to work in London,
several here only until their next career move, there was dread of being suburbanised or becoming a
'dormitory town'. More and more office blocks throughout the decade created few jobs for locals as the
occupants' existing workforces mostly travelled in from their existing homes. The arrival of several new
religious groups in the area altered the wider world's perception of the town. Steady overshadowing by
the more rapid growth of Crawley meant loss of status and drew away shoppers. The closure in 1967 of
the Three Bridges - Tunbridge Wells railway line and withdrawal of goods traffic prompted fears that the
Oxted line would be next to go, cutting us off completely from the network. The future even of our
hospital, East Grinstead's proudest boast, was often uncertain. True, we had 'old buildings', but Middle
Row was the narrowest point on the increasingly busy A22 and the rest might be more of an obsolete
picturesque backdrop than an asset if we were to thrive commercially and retain a vigorous communal
life, potentially at the price, though, of losing any distinctive character and identity.
That negative picture is selective, subjective and over-stated. Of course there were also publicspirited residents, lively social organisations and active voluntary groups. Although there was no civic
society and local history had not been studied since W.H. Hills published his History in 1906, merely rehashed with additional material, the seeds of greater knowledge and understanding of our heritage had
been sown and were starting to germinate. Two local residents, Ivan Margary and Reginald Mason, had
begun pioneering work of more than parochial significance before the war, on Roman and other roads
and on vernacular timber-framed buildings respectively. Two of a younger generation, Patrick Wood
and the present writer, had begun diligently seeking out and trying to interpret evidence of our past with
hopes of eventually publishing something. More importantly, in 1967 the first conservation area in the
country had been created at Stamford in Lincolnshire and the Civic Amenities Act had been passed into
law. In October that year East Grinstead Urban District Council's planning committee suggested to East
Sussex County Council's conservation officer the creation of a conservation area here. National reaction
to the erosion of built and natural heritage was already in full flow, and the demolition in January 1968
of 30-32 High Street was the provocation for our town to join it enthusiastically.
§ A fuller but by no means complete, infallible or definitive account of the town
at this time will be found in chapter 19 of my A history of East Grinstead (2001).

WHAT HAS THE EAST GRINSTEAD SOCIETY DONE FOR THE TOWN?
Chris Rolley, Clerk of Town Council, 1985-2011, and Honorary Life Member of the Society from 2011

In 2009 at the national convention of Civic Voice (the successor body to the Civic Trust) H.R.H.
the Prince of Wales said civic societies 'play an essential part in cherishing the much-loved roots and
identities of our communities and campaigning for a better, more sustainable, future. As a movement,
your own roots are long and your achievements extensive. Out of adversity you now have an
opportunity, if I may say so, to build something even stronger - a powerful community movement which

can address the challenges of a fast-changing world and remain a steadfast champion of the fabric and
character of our nation's cities, towns and villages. Nowhere should be without its civic society and noone should be without the voice you can provide.' Wise words indeed, and of course in East Grinstead
we do indeed benefit from the voice of our own East Grinstead Society and are fortunate to do so.
The East Grinstead Society has done much for East Grinstead, and the longer I reflected on the
request the more my list of Society achievements grew. Whilst it might not rival the Romans, it is
impressive nonetheless. But remember this is only the thoughts of one individual who came on the
scene in 1985 and by definition therefore this personal reflection only scratches at the surface and does
not pretend to do complete justice to the Society's work during this period.
For me it is appropriate that the first activity recorded on the Society's website is its role in
monitoring all planning applications at local level. Here it has performed its role with diligence and
good judgement. Its working group to monitor local applications always, in my experience, passed
comment on them fairly and the comments were helpful to local councillors in giving unbiased critical
assessment, having regard to planning policies. The only times I recall suggesting improvements to the
Society's deliberations were gently to suggest that 'would support approval' would, on occasions, be a
more proactive and helpful response than 'no objections' and that 'would support approval subject to no
neighbour objections' would not be valid if the neighbour objections were inconsistent with planning
policy or vexatious.
At the turn of the millennium there was a major High Street enhancement programme initiated by
West Sussex County Council. Nearly £1 million was allocated for this capital project, which included
upgrading pavements and installation of the seating area and ramps by the war memorial. The Society's
role in inputting design ideas was enormously helpful to the end product. A generous funding contribution by the Society ensured a better quality of street furniture than might otherwise have been the
case. The redesigned area has worked well and is of a high aesthetic standard.
Throughout the period from 1987 the East Grinstead bypass debate loomed large and there were
many stormy meetings. These intensified from 1995 when significant additional housing was linked to
the road proposal. The Society's objections to the proposals were consistently focussed on grounds of
cost unaffordability, visual intrusion, difficulty in getting agreement on any one route, and that they were
not environmentally sustainable. However, the issue was on the table and had to be given the consideration it deserved, and the Society's input to the extensive and time-consuming deliberations was considerable. Many local groups were formed to fight various proposals and the intellectual vigour that
their members exhibited was significant and daunting. The Society played an even hand, searching for
the evidence and endeavouring to ensure that any outcome would not be prejudicial to the character of
the town and its historic landscape. Its input was unshowy but invaluable. The final outcome surprised
nobody.
As in many public consultations on strategic planning, the Society has focussed on protecting the
quality of the town's built environment and setting, all input driven by what is considered best for the
town and community overall as opposed to personal considerations. I am sure it has not always been
right on all issues (who has?) but no-one can question the quality and integrity of the input.
Given that the Society was formed on the back of the destructive loss of a 15th-century hail
house at 30-32 High Street, its role in helping to ensure that the fabric and ambience of the High Street
conservation area are maintained has always struck me as one of its major objectives and where it has

been most active and successful. The dendrochronology research of the 1990s, commissioned by the
Society and funded by a member's bequest, told us much we did not know about the history and age of
some of our most important buildings, and the town trails and guided walks have imparted information
to locals and visitors essential for public education and local economic benefit and helping to build the
East Grinstead brand in a positive way.
The Town Museum in Cantelupe Road is a facility we should all be proud of. It needs
remembering that its genesis occurred in 1976 when the Town Council invited the Society to fund and
run a museum in a ground-floor room at East Court. Subsequently the museum became independent but
it is important to recognise the essential role played by the Society in the formative years, without which
the current building would never have come about.
Personally I have always looked forward to receiving the Society's newsletters and Bulletins to
find out what's happening and to inform my own local history knowledge. In particular, owing in part to
my current role as Assistant Warden at Sackville College, I have specifically enjoyed of late the pieces
about the College, John Mason Neale and Dr Rogers. Any civic society in the country would be proud
to be associated with the Bulletin which exhibits such high standards of scholarship.
I have deliberately refrained from naming names in this piece. This is to avoid my blushes in
case inadvertent offence is caused to any individual by omission. Suffice to say the Society has been
blessed with countless officers and members of integrity, commitment and learning throughout the past
fifty years. I wish it well as it pursues its course in the future.
WHAT HAS THE EAST GRINSTEAD SOCIETY DONE FOR THE TOWN'S BUILDINGS?
Jeremy Clarke, President of the Wealden Buildings Study Group

It is unfortunate that it took the demolition of 30-32 High Street in January 1968 to galvanise the
community into forming the society that now aims to preserve and enhance the built heritage of East
Grinstead. The front of the building was nearly 500 years old when it was torn down, and local
architectural historian R.T. Mason believed the rear may have been older. However, it has to be
considered that without such a dramatic act of vandalism; progressive, unchallenged change could have
continued for decades to the detriment of many of the town's historic buildings. The early work of the
Society to articulate and explain the unique characteristics of the High Street to our local authorities was
clearly a great leap forwards and added strength to the conservation area.
The Society's work is not limited to the High Street or even the town centre. Their persuasive
efforts in achieving listed building status for many structures in and around East Grinstead have ensured
a level of statutory protection for many buildings that otherwise had none. These buildings are not
exclusively historic, with a number of worthy 20th-century additions to the register such as the war
memorial and Lutyens' designs at Barton St Mary.
Even if a building is not capable of statutory protection, the public can better appreciate it by an
increased understanding. This has been achieved by the publication of research completed by a few
members of the Society, putting names, faces and social stories to the buildings to flesh out what would
otherwise be a bland chronology of the town. This research is summarised into one or two sentences for
each building on the town trails. Whilst this editorial brutality provides no justice to the thousands of

house of dedicated research that has gone into each property, these trails provide an excellent method for
residents and visitors to see, understand and appreciate our town.
Most recently, the Society has expanded our understanding of the High Street with its own
dendrochronology project. The tree-ring dating was successful for six buildings, the earliest being an
exact felling date of winter 1351/52 for the timbers of 34-40 High Street. Studies in Surrey have shown
the greater benefit of localised dendrochronology projects, rather than obtaining many scattered results
across the county. Whilst the results and some analysis have been published, I believe greater benefit
could still be achieved from this project by characterising the buildings on the national database (BARD)
and revisiting P.D. Wood and Peter Gray's 1990 urban study of East Grinstead* to ensure a summary of
the latest understanding available.
The Society continues to have a strong involvement in planning matters, and it is through this
route that it is best able to influence the preservation and enhancement of the town's buildings. This will
not always be successful, but it is worth the effort even if only small incremental improvements are
achieved for future generations.
* Patrick Wood and Peter Gray, 'East Grinstead: a borough and its buildings' in John Warren (ed.), Wealden
Buildings (1990), pp. 171-187
WHAT HAS THE EAST GRINSTEAD SOCIETY DONE FOR LOCAL HISTORY IN SUSSEX?
Martin Hayes, West Sussex County Local Studies Librarian

It is with great pleasure that I write this tribute to an important aspect of the East Grinstead
Society's considerable achievements. W.S.C.C. Library Service has a comprehensive collection of the
Society's publications at the town's library, and other collections are held at the Keep (East Sussex
Record Office) near Brighton and West Sussex Record Office in Chichester. I shall confine myself
largely to your publishing achievements.
The East Grinstead Society Bulletin is often the first publication librarians and archivists turn to
when queries on the history of the town and surrounding areas are received. From the first issue in
January 1969 through to this current issue, the quality of research, writing and editing has been
exemplary. Although the aim of the publication was initially to keep members informed of what the
Society was doing and hoped to do, it soon expanded its remit to include short histories of buildings and
churches, features on local families, language and dialect, businesses, place-names, fairs, reminiscences,
along with articles on significant original documents. Indeed a special edition was published in May
1969 on the history of the High Street, its shops, building materials, trees, street furniture and street
signs .* The Society owes a huge debt of gratitude to Michael Leppard who has edited the Bulletin for
the whole of this time, ensuring accuracy and interesting articles, many of which he wrote himself.
In addition the Society has published town trails in 1974, '77, '78, '83, '94, 2003 and '15 which
have proved an excellent means of promoting interest in local history. These explained in fascinating
detail how the town has come to look as it does today, prompted interest into both local and national
events, and fostered better understanding of architectural styles. The mediaeval and Tudor buildings in
East Grinstead's High Street are perhaps the jewels in East Grinstead's crown. As regards books, the
Society also published Reminiscences of East Grinstead 1893-1914 in 1973.

EJ
Annual exhibitions on the town's history have been held since as early as 1972 and many of the
catalogues or programmes describing these exhibits are held by the Library Service and Record Offices
in Sussex. These include an exhibition on old trades and crafts held at Chequer Mead School in 1974.
That for 1975 was based on a walk through part of the town and surrounding countryside, and the 1976
event centred round the desire for a museum, later established at East Court. The tenth anniversary exhibition in 1978 was based around the Society's activities and achievements and aspirations for the future.
Perhaps the most intriguing was the 1973 event, Discover your town: a chance to discover whether you
will have fairies or an office block at the bottom ofyour garden!
In conclusion, the Society has contributed hugely to a better understanding of the history of East
Grinstead, one of the most historically significant towns in Sussex. Over the past fifty years it has published one of the most prestigious local history periodicals in the county which has become an indispensable reference source for anyone studying the town. I and colleagues in West Sussex Record Office
congratulate the Society on fifty years of outstanding achievements.
* Although produced with a Bulletin cover, actually a report by many hands in which I was not involved. - M.J.L.
For availability of publications mentioned, please contact the Editor
WHERE TAILS WAG DOGS

in writing

at address on front cover.

Mj. Leppard, Founding Hon. Curator of the Town Museum

In 1977 the Civic Trust sent out a questionnaire collecting information from amenity societies for
its twentieth anniversary. 'After much discussion' the committee decided that the most important single
thing we had done was founding a museum, in 1976.* When the results were published, our answer
* Bulletin 22 (Sept. 1977), p. 4
proved to be the one most commonly reported by the other respondents.
Among the comparable museums founded in that decade and the previous one, a representative
example is Ditchling's village history museum. Rather than foundation by an organisation, however, it
realised the ambition of two sisters who with their own money bought the former school and converted
it. Like ours it was an amateur enterprise, though not without professional advice, reliant on volunteers
with local knowledge and relevant skills for its running, financing and donations in kind. Rightly, one
room was devoted to the internationally important colony of artists and craftsmen on Ditchling Common
associated with Eric Gill. As time went by, that connection attracted more material and attention, and
improved governance, professional curation and grants from funding bodies became essential. Success
in those respects led eventually to temporary closure for major redevelopment and a new identity, with
the village history confined to one small room. The new Ditchling Museum of Art + Craft reached the
Museum of the Year fmals in 2014 and its publicity literature did not even mention its predecessor.
Our museum too was founded as a local history one, in response to growing public expectation
stimulated by the formation of our Society and facilitated by the Town Council, hence naming it East
Grinstead Town Museum. We soon set up a trust making it an independent legal entity, and it steadily
progressed, rather as Ditchling did, to a salaried professional curator, grants, and, thanks again to the
Town Council, prize-winning purpose-built premises in the town centre. At the same time Worth parish
council, when generously donating £1000, observed that its electorate would be happier with such use of
its money if the word Town did not appear in its title. The trustees took up the suggestion, to increase
the chances of attracting donors who might be also be put off by the term.
From the start the international importance of the Queen Victoria Hospital, Sir Archibald

Mclndoe and his Guinea Pigs was recognised; gladness that the hospital had a museum of its own was
tempered by fears its long-term future could not be guaranteed. It was good news therefore when that
collection was taken into the town museum, attracting powerful financial support, a new audience, more
material and wider publicity. The countervailing effect, though, has been reduced space devoted to local
history, de-accession of many books related to it, and time-limited grants to pay museum-trained staff to
'deliver' specific projects before moving to take up different tasks elsewhere. Thus the 2017 issue of the
Discover East Grinstead leaflet in its section on the museum mentions only that collection, and the East
Grinstead Residents' and Business Guide published the same year also deals with it alone (apart from
mention of 'the famous grappling irons', whose positioning in the text could imply they were surgical
instruments). By then one of the stated aims had been dropped: 'To be the centre of excellence for
research into the history of East Grinstead and its area'. When I asked the chairman of the trustees, Mr
Andrew Brock, about this omission he replied that research was not included in how it saw itself. One
can understand that there had to be higher, and even urgent, priorities at the time, but research is part of
the standard definition of any museum's functions and one that attracts its own interest groups, by no
means all locals, from those looking for ancestors to specialist academics. The essential requirement in
salaried staff is professional qualifications and experience. To find any familiar with the discipline of
local history is difficult. In a small museum even an interest in history of any kind cannot be guaranteed.
I have written the foregoing with mixed feelings but as objectively as I can. Others will have
different perspectives and interpretations. As always emphasised, views expressed or implied in signed
articles in the Bulletin are not necessarily those of anyone but their author. Having given its grown-up
offspring full independence, our Society can be no more than a sympathetic bystander, as with other
local institutions, while retaining its concern for all local amenities, historic and contemporary. With the
Town Museum's inherent constant uncertainty over financial sustainability, caring concern for worthy
representation of the history of East Grinstead is fully justifiable.

HOW MIGHT READERS MARK OUR JUBILEE?

Editor

Many ideas for the Society's corporate marking of its jubilee will have been discussed at the
Open Forum in February or put forward in other ways. Those who particularly value the Bulletin might
consider a special way of helping the Society's funds while benefiting themselves: buying a set of backnumbers or some or all of those they lack (as explained at the foot of p.2). Increasingly we publish
articles that refer back to earlier ones in order to avoid repeating what is already in print and is needed
for full comprehension of the latest piece. To have one's own copies at hand avoids a trip to the library,
not to mention their possibly including hitherto unknown items on one's own particular interests. Those
who value the Bulletin the most will appreciate the necessity of keeping the indexing up-to date: what
better time than now to tackle the category still outstanding, the matters dealt with? There remains £6 of
the anonymous donation that funded Bulletin 119 (index of place-names) and an honorary member,
slightly embarrassed at receiving our publications free of charge for many years, recently sent £20 in
appreciation. I have asked the treasurer to earmark both towards indexing matters. Any contribution
from anyone else for that purpose will be welcome, sent via me please. Finally, there must be many nonmembers in and around this town whose interests include local history. Why not, at no cost to yourself,
show them what appeals to you in the Bulletin (assuming something does) and urge them to become a
subscriber - or even better, a full member?
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Dr JOHN

HENRY ROGERS

(c. 1811-79): A FULLER PICTURE

Editor

My pioneering study of Dr Rogers in Bulletin 120 (Autumn 2017) received several gratifyingly
appreciative comments and most valuably stimulated four readers - Jeremy Clarke, Tony Dyson, Graham
Edwards and Peter Freeland - to share in my continuing research. Contributions are not specifically
attributed among us in what follows, which is editorial blending of a collaborative effort. An appeal
from me in the Sussex Family Historian for any information that members could give on the parents of
Dr Rogers and on Theodosia' produced much detail, researched entirely voluntarily, from someone with
no existing interest in the family, Mrs Jane Davey of Guernsey. Her findings constitute much of the first
two sections. While answering some questions and cancelling some speculations, the new material and
the lapse of time also engendered further reflection on and re-assessment of this complex subject.
§ What follows will be best understood after re-reading the original article.
Ancestry
Heigham Rogers was born in 1776 in Suffolk, one of several children of William Rogers and his
wife Susanna Emden who were married on 18 October 1768 at Redgrave in that county. Her mother was
Mary, née Bacon, a likely daughter of the Bacons of Redgrave. Heigham married Anna Louisa Clark by
licence on 10 June 1809 at St George's, Hanover Square, London. She was a daughter of John and
Elizabeth Clark and baptised on 15 December 1775 at the British Factory chaplaincy in Oporto. Another
daughter, Emily, had been baptised there on 6 September 1774. The possibly Portuguese spelling Louiza
is thus the 1851 census enumerator's phonetic rendering of what he heard.
Heigham Rogers
In an 1818 poll book Heigham Rogers is listed at 11 Ebury Street, Pimlico. By the time of the
1841 census Heigham and Anna Rogers are at [77] Newman Street, Marylebone with John [John Henry
presumably], a 21-year old [sic] surgeon, and servants Ann Searl (who came to East Grinstead with
them) and Edward Howell. A 'google' search brought up several indications that he was a Clerk at the
Navy Board and later Chief Clerk of the Store Department of the Admiralty Office at Somerset House.
His will, made on 10 July 1841 at 77 Newman Street and proved on 3 February 18462, leaves 'the
cottage I occupy at East Grinstead', all its contents and three annuities to Anna his wife. John Henry is
his executor and receives the residue of his estate, including the contents of 77 Newman Street and
leasehold cottages and their rents in Chelsea and Little Grosvenor Place (some of them built by John
Clark, who must be his father-in-law), subject to paying various annuities. Heigham's sister Maria and
his brother Edmund, at Lawshall in Suffolk, are also beneficiaries. (In 1841 they were respectively
shopkeeper and of independent means.) Heigham' s death certificate, dated 13 January 1846, on the
information of John Henry Rogers, present at death, records him as a 70-year old clerk, date of death 8
January, cause paralysis.
Anna Louisa Rogers
Apart from the information printed above, nothing more has been discovered about Anna Louisa
than her death certificate, dated 14 December 1861, which on the information of Ann Searle, present at
death at Green Hedges, records her as the 86-year old widow of Heigham Rogers, landed proprietor, date
of death 11 December, cause injury of the hip 20 months, erysipelas 7 days certified. If she made a will,
it has so far proved impossible to find.
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Properly
It is easy to infer that the cottage in East Grinstead is the one Dr Rogers provided for the hospital
and which I erroneously stated in the previous article does not appear on the tithe map created in 1841.
Closer scrutiny, however, shows that it does, the structure on plot 2398. In the tithe schedule drawn up
two years later it is listed as two cottages and gardens amounting to 39 perches, owned jointly by Earls
De La Warr and Amherst, occupied by William Gear and owing the vicar one shilling tithe-rent. Among
the residents on the Common in the 1841 census the only Gears are agricultural labourers in adjoining
properties, Edward junior, aged 38, in one, with wife and five children, and Edward senior, 62, with wife
and three children, the eldest of whom is 22-year old William, in the other. Unless Heigham's cottage
was elsewhere in the parish, there must be some complicated explanation whereby his 'occupation' was
not residence but ownership and, to account for the first known recorded appearance of John Henry in
East Grinstead in March 1844, the Gears had moved elsewhere. Why Heigham settled here and how he
came by his cottage one can only speculate: perhaps on retirement from working in London (he would
have been about 65 in 1841), possibly to enable John Henry to pursue his horticultural interests in a
more adequate garden than likely in Newman Street. Whatever the truth, implementation of Heigham's
will in 1846 gave the doctor the wherewithal to build in due course his own house, Green Hedges.

John Henry Rogers's age
John Henry Rogers, was baptised at St George's, Hanover Square, on 1 November 1812,
probably but not necessarily soon after birth as was customary. The 1841 census required adults' ages to
be given to the nearest multiple of five below the actual age, but errors were common, deliberate or
otherwise. Later censuses asked for everyone's exact age, so, depending on the dates of his birth and of
census day, we can probably trust 38 in 1851,47 in 1861 and 58 in 1871 as well as 68 at death.

The feud
Missed before because printed out of chronological order but clearly referring to events in 1856,
Neale wrote to one of his children: 'I hope Mr R. won't trouble you whilst we are away, but if he does
come up to the College, you must keep out of his way as much as you can.' 3 Probably a few years later,
he wrote the following undated verses (omitted previously to avoid prejudicing readers' assessments).

Lines suggested by the appearance of J.H.R. in the court of Sackville College
I've read in Beardom's History
Of He-bear and of She-bear
But never such a prodigy
I think was seen as The Bear
A Bear that first turned protestant
To show his provocation,
Then turns again, and is in want
Of better education.
I've read in divers story-books,
Of gruff bear and of sour bear;
But none of them could match in looks, I'm certain sure - with our Bear;

So sour he looks, as constantly
He's here and thither flying,
A vinegar distillery
Would think him worth the buying.
In coloured pictures I have seen,
A fierce bear and a shy bear;
But what of that? - they could not mean
To match them, no! with my Bear.
New species must have other names
As you know very well, Bear.
And so your matchless nature claims
The title 'Non-pareil Bear'!
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When he sent me this poem Dr Lough commented it 'shows Neale's wonderful ability to laugh at
his own troubles ... one of the marks of true sanctity'. 4 Others might read it differently.

Rogers and Wren
A recently discovered further fragment of William Wren's memoranda includes the following
entries from 1861.
26 March 'Mr Rodgers told me that he was made A Physician as well as a sergen'
22 August 'Mr Rodgers refused me having a friend one night - J. Henden'
This suggests that Neale was away and Rogers had taken upon himself the Warden's duties, but
the previous day Neale had written a letter from the College. 5 Alternatively, Wren's habitual ignoring of
chronological order may mean this belongs to a different year even though its side of the sheet is headed
1861. Otherwise, despite the end of publicised feuding, the power struggle against the Neales must have
been continuing, while Wren was still documenting evidence of Rogers's doings.
11 December 'Mrs Rogers died and buried on the 15'
Wren's date for her burial may not be wrong, given that 12 December, previously quoted, was
not taken from the original register but from the highly unreliable P.R.T.S. transcription.

Health, physical condition, mental state and personality
To attempt diagnosis of such features of anyone no longer living is perilous, especially when the
concepts, techniques, vocabulary and professions of our day differ so much from those of 140 years ago
that we may even interpret incorrectly what little we seem to have as evidence. We know Rogers was
tall, suffered recurring symptoms of malaria, and planted blue gum trees to end them (a property not now
acknowledged). He seems to have been excitable and not always in full control of his emotions. He was
nevertheless trusted by colleagues and patients and safe-handed with surgical implements. In modern
categories he can tentatively be regarded as having borderline personality disorder, whose characteristics
include irrational outbursts, thoughts of self-harm, impulsive behaviour and unstable relationships. To
seek explanations in his early life with no relevant evidence would be foolhardy speculation.

i'olitical and religious beliefs
We are on rather safer ground, pending fresh discoveries, in seeing him as a traditional high Tory
and high churchman, with a firm sense of the established social order, responsibilities, duty, public
service and philanthropy. In this he was like Neale's Wenceslas, responding immediately and using his
position and wealth to alleviate particular perceived needs, treating all with equal consideration but not
tackling underlying social structures or economic forces. His affinity with Neale was political as well as
religious.
Neale's perception 'first turned protestant to show his provocation, then turns again' seems to be
borne out by his actions. His consistent loyalty to the Church of England and its public worship, his oldfashioned posture during the prayers, and (so far as we can tell) his acquiescence in Nevill's 'Puseysim'
and lack of support for Hutton's delation of Neale all seem sincere. He evidently found Neale's theology
and its ecciesiological and liturgical outworking attractive and readily joined him and his like-minded
colleagues on the jaunt to Portugal. The problems with the related book that turned him against Neale
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personally do not seem to have changed his beliefs, though like West, his fellow-Assistant Warden, who
gave them extreme outward expression of them at Withyham, 6 and many others of their persuasion he
had reservations about auricular confession.
Rogers documented in his letters how discontent over delay in payment for his contribution to the
book grew within nine months to outright hostility to Neale and obsessive determination that he should
be removed from the College. Successive stratagems, each more fanatical than the last, failed, until the
final push to increase its weight, fraternisation with the Brighton Protestant Association. His initial
opposition to its founding, his lame excuse of having never filly committed himself to Neale's position
in the first place, and his having delayed canvassing Protestant support for so long instead of enlisting it
at the start, demonstrate that it was more of a tactical manoeuvre than a change of conviction.
How he wrestled with his conscience we can never know, but extremes of churchmanship could,
and still can, co-exist within the Church of England and most of its congregations. Perhaps he moved a
little nearer to the middle. No evidence has been found of engaging in religious controversy after 1861.
Creation of the 'Neale Memorial Library' at the College during his wardenship suggests a re-assessment,
if not the reparation tentatively posited by Dr Lough. 7 It could equally, however, be due to Neale's by
then widely recognised significance, for Rogers simultaneously formed 'The Sackville College District
Library' of local history and of members of the Sackville family and their connections.

Public life
Dr Rogers was consistently a public-spirited man. His association with the Dispensary (at 6 High
Street) and the Cottage Hospital have long been known. Though he can no longer be regarded as the
founder of either, he was involved with both almost from the start and soon their mainstay. Likewise he
took a leading part in the Cottage Garden Society, and ensured that his Wardenship of Sackville College
was no sinecure, though his attempts to be an active Assistant had been rebuffed. He served on public
bodies, attended public meetings, and gave lectures. His scrapbooks for 1874-79, hardly noticed in the
previous article, would no doubt yield a great deal more of that side of his life. Such activism was
facilitated by his bachelor status, and perhaps some compensation for the comparative isolation it could
have entailed.

Dr Rogers deserves to be remembered with gratitude, but how might he be honoured?
REFERENCES: J.M.N. = John Mason Neale; Letters = M.S. Lawson, Letters off.M N. (1910)
2
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A.G. Lough, J.MN., priest extraordinary (1975), p. 100

THEODOSIA AND WILLIAM ROGERS

Editor

The parish register's anonymous annotator led us in a merry dance, at the end of which we agreed
that Theodosia was not related to Dr Rogers, though it is a curious co-incidence that he and his parents
and she and her husband arrived in East Grinstead at about the same time (respectively by 1841 and soon
after it) and settled in cottages on either side of the Common. It is possible that, if the disturbance that
led to Theodosia's suicide had manifested itself for some years previously, she herself had given out,
among other fantasies, that she was descended from King Theodore and was the doctor's mother and
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they had lingered in the public mind. But this is anticipating substantiation from the facts we discovered
and now report.
Theodosia's baptism has not been found. The earliest firm record is the 1841 census, which lists
a William Rogers, 45, carpenter, and Theodosia Rogers, 40, neither born in Middlesex, in North Street in
the parish of St John the Evangelist, Westminster. Disconcertingly, we next find a William Rogers,
widower and gentleman, son of William Rogers, innkeeper, marrying Theodosia Campbell, daughter of
Bumstead Moore, miller, both of full age and living at 57 Regent Street, Lambeth, at St Benet, Paul's
Wharf in the City of London on 22 December 1846. It is unlikely that there were two couples of the
same names at the same time, and the 1841 census, not asking about relationships, gives no guidance.
With rebuilding of the nearby Palace of Westminster starting in 1840 and the first part occupied in 1847,
there would have been plenty of work for a master carpenter, and a good one could have made enough to
have no more need to work for his living and thus qualify as a gentleman and move further out.
Returning to facts, on 14 April 1828 Theodosia Moore, spinster, had married John Campbell,
bachelor, at St Pancras in Camden, both of that parish. She is thus likely to have been the daughter of
Bumstead Moore and Mary ?Evans who married on 5 December 1790 at St Saviour's, Southwark.
The first record of Theodosia in East Grinstead is her burial on 1 September 1848, aged 49. Her
death certificate, dated 30 September, records, on the information of the coroner, her death at East
Grinstead, aged 49, wife of William Rogers, gentleman, 'Suicide by cutting her Throat whilst insane' on
27 August. The inquest had been held on 28 August at the White Lion.
William Rogers of Longley's Cottage, her husband, who had retired from business, deposed that
she had had little rest for the last five nights, wandering the house uttering religious phrases or kneeling
in prayer, leading him to think she was out of her mind. She had been attended by Dr White for a long
time. On Saturday morning she attended to household affairs but ate nothing and drank only water the
whole day. That night they retired to separate rooms but neither fell asleep. About 5 a.m. she dressed
and went downstairs, came back up, then slipped down again, startling William with 'a noise as though a
table moved'. He found her on the floor, a pool of blood by her side and a bloodied knife two feet away.
She was not dead but did not answer him. Finding her throat was cut, he fetched a towel to bind it and
sent for the doctor and two female neighbours. She died about 15 minutes later.
Ann Heasman, who lived next door with her husband Thomas, a groom, deposed that she had
known Theodosia about five years. She was much given to liquor and had been under its influence since
the previous November, generally appearing out of her mind. When sane she spoke highly of her
husband. Mrs Heasman had spent the whole of the previous day with Theodosia, who was very excited,
roaming about and once striking her. The other neighbour, Dinah Agent, deposed that Theodosia had
often asked for her company, which she did not like because she was so irritable. One Sunday she had
picked Theodosia up off the road and carried her home. The jury at once returned 'temporary insanity'.'
The last record of Theodosia is a monument in the parish churchyard: Sacred to the memory of
Theodoria [sic] Rogers wife of William who departed this life 27 August 1848 aged 49•2 ('Theodoria' is
probably a misreading of information just as the newspaper's 'Theodose' is a phonetic spelling.) It is
noteworthy that, though a suicide, Theodosia was buried in consecrated ground, not long after the low
church and generally hardline Rev. J.N. Harward's institution as vicar on 6 June.
In the 1851 census William is a 58-year old Lewes-born widower and proprietor of houses and
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back in 57 Regent Street, Lambeth, as a visitor. This allows the possibility that its being both his and
Theodosia's address at their marriage was not 'living in sin' but staying in separate rooms as lodgers or
guests. In the 1861 and 71 censuses he is a house agent, in East Grinstead again, boarding at [4] High
Street. His will (which we have not investigated) was proved at Lewes on 23 April 1875: late of East
Grinstead, surveyor, effects under £600 (aged 82 according to the death index). He was not buried here.
This long spin-off from the original interest in Dr Rogers is, we hope, excusable. In diagnosing a
red herring in seemingly admissible evidence we have, sometimes shakily, recreated a story interesting
in itself and, thanks to the newspaper report, recovered insights into interpreting our local history of a
kind usually lost without record. The inquest was held at the White Lion (now replaced by McDonald's)
as the nearest public building to Longley's Cottage, which survived, as Longley Cottage, set well back
from London Road like its still-standing northern neighbour Rickstones until demolished c. 1995 for the
construction of Ashdown Gate retirement home. That the homes of Dr Rogers and of William Rogers,
both gentlemen and landed proprietors, were 'cottages' on the Common, dispels any assumption that all
occupants living on commons must be simple, unlearned, poor and often elderly labourers. Equally
unexpectedly, three years later the neighbours mentioned, who included a Mrs Gibb who often helped
with Theodosia but was not a witness, are no longer there in the census. In 1841 only Thomas Heasman,
a gardener aged 25, and his wife Ann, 23, were already in place.
Report of inquest, Sussex Express, 2 Sept. 1848, p.4, col.f. (kindly communicated by the East Sussex County Archivist, Mr
C.H.C. Whittick) 2 Copy of Mr G.M. Smart's transcription (in my possession) of a list probably compiled c.1904, no. 51

THEODORE OF CORSICA was Baron Theodore von Neuhof (?1686-1756) a German adventurer
elected King of Corsica for military services against the Genoese, crowned in 1736 and driven out by the
Genoese in 1738. He died penniless in Soho, his funeral paid for by John Wright, an oilman of Compton
Street, and buried at St Anne's, Soho, which contains a monument to him with text by Horace Walpole.
THANK HEAVENS FOR LETTER-WRITERS

M.J. Leppard

If Dr Rogers had not kept the correspondence relating to the Handbook to Portugal we would
still be relying on intelligent guesswork to know and understand how and why his feud with J.M. Neale
came about. The justification for his grievance is now clear and, even though they do not show him in a
favourable light, our image of him is now less two-dimensional and negative, while conversely Neale
emerges more rounded and, thanks to his rather cavalier attitude, rather less favourably than before. The
article in the last Bulletin would have been shorter and less valuable without both Rogers's unpublished
correspondence and Neale's published letters. Similarly, those I kept from Dr Dennison and Dr Lough
when they were writing their books not only preserved important information, they stimulated thought
and discussion, both at the time and when writing the article. It is cause for concern among archivists
and historians that the decline in letter-writing is denying us access not just to what the words tell us
about life-stories, relationships and ideas but also writers' personalities and passing moods in their
handwriting and the way they set things down on the page.
I kept three other letters from Dr Dennison (our family doctor), hand-written replies to mine. To
quote from them will show something of his interpretation of his calling, how he regarded two of his
patients, and what 'after nearly 40 years' here, the town meant to him. The first responds to my good
wishes on his retirement and appreciation of our experience, the second to my reporting the death of my
father, the third announces his resignation from our Society.
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'I have always considered it a privilege to be your parents' doctor; they are two very delightful people,
and I only wish I could do more for them.' (5 Sept. 1975)
'I am glad to know that he had a peaceful end ... He was always a very special person to me - very much
my kind of man - and I expect he was joking up to the moment he closed his eyes for the last time. "We
remember best those who have made us laugh" is a very true saying, for such people make our lives
easier. I am of course sorry that I was not there to see him at the last, but I know Kindersley [Ward] staff
will have given him their best, for he was that kind of man.' (19 April 1978)
'Very regretfully, I feel the time has come ... to resign from the East Grinstead Society. I was I think a
founder member. The Society does a first-class job, and I wish it continued success.' (17 Oct. 1978)
In quoting thus I intend no invidious comparisons with doctoring today; so much has changed in
practice and circumstances, not least the greater pressures. I hope it is not our of order to have used such
personal material, but I am glad of the opportunity to print an objective tribute.

RECENT PUBLICATIONS
The Feibridge & District History Group has an enviable accumulation of material relating to a wide
area roundabout and an unmatched record of writing up and publishing aspects of it five times a year. Its
handout 140 (September 2017), BUILDERS OF FELBRIDGE, devoted to W.M. Heselden & Sons
(1910-84) benefits considerably from the memories of family members, employees and clients, the
survival of almost all their work, and the firm's records, as well as the usual documentary and map
evidence. On our side of the border there is great value in the location map and much otherwise hard of
access detail on houses in Dorset Avenue, Elizabeth Crescent, Lewes Road and (albeit under Felbridge
in the catalogue) Halsford Croft, Green and Lane, together with the Felbridge Hotel. Handout 141
(November 2017), SIIAWS AND ILEDGEHORNE FARMS, stays in Surrey, but my eye was caught
by the address of one fanner, before taking over in 1919: Landy Nod Farm, Bromyard, Worcestershire.
Perhaps originally Land of Nod, it could be a variant of Mount Noddy and similar local names, debated
M.J.L.
in our Bulletin, particularly nos 46,47 and 53
§ The Feibridge Group's handouts may be obtained from the Group do Oaktands, Lake View
Road, Furnace Wood, East Grinstead, RH1 9 2QE, or read on its website www.felbridge.org.uk .

SUSSEX PAST AND PRESENT (the newsletter of the Sussex Archaeological Society), no. 143
(December 2017) follows up the tribute to Ivan Donald Margary in its previous issue with a note by our
Editor of Mr Margary's leading role in the successful foundation of our Society fifty years ago.

466 (February 2018) includes an outline from
the same writer of the history of the 'tin tabernacle' All Saints' Church in the part of Baidwins Hill taken
into East Grinstead from Lingfield in 2004.
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M.J. Leppard, 'The unregarded Sussex of J.M. Neale',
Sussex Archaeological Collections, vol.155 (2017), pp.1 65-79
Owing to concentration in this issue of the Bulletin on our fiftieth anniversary, a review of this article has
had to be postponed until later in the year, together with several other items, including a look forward by another
'semi-deiached' contributor to what the next fifty years may hold for the town and our Society.

